
1 1. A package for an integrated circuit chip adapted

2 to operate at microwave frequencies, comprising:

3 \ an electrically conductive lead frame having

4 electrical leads extending outwardly from an inner region;

5 \ a base section adhesively affixed to a bottom

6 surface portion of the lead frame, portions of the

7 electrical reads extending outwardly from the base section;

8 a plastic cover; and

9 wnerein the base section and the cover are

10 configured to provide a cavity when the cover and the base

11 section are affixed with the integrated circuit chip being

12 encapsulated withiii the provided cavity.

1 2. The package recited in claim 1 wherein the base

Til 2 section comprises a dielectric member.

J3 i 3. The package recited in claim 2 wherein the base

^ 2 section includes a conduc£^/e4 member affixed to the

p 3 dielectric member.

O \
i£ 1 4. The package recitedXin claim 1 wherein the cover

Q 2 has a recess disposed within siafewalls and wherein ends of

^ 3 the sidewalls are affixed to the B(ase section.

1 5. The package recited in craim 1 wherein the cover

2 is configured to increase surface tensdon with an adhesive

3 disposed between the cover and the leaaVframe.

1 6. The package recited in claim Swherein the cover

2 is configured with a ridge to increase the Virface tension.

1 7. The package recited in claim 1 wfiejrein the base

2 section is configured to increase surface tension with an
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The package recited in claim 7 wherein the base

section is configured with a ridge to increase the surface

tension.

9. The\package recited in claim 6 wherein the

adhesive projectsv towards an interior of the package a

distance in the ojrdes of 1% of the width of an exterior

length of the pa^_

10. The packageVecited in claim 8 wherein the

adhesive projects towards\n interior of the package a

distance in the order of l%\f the width of an exterior

length of the package.

11. A methodXfor packaging an integrated circuit

chip adapted to operat^ at microwave frequencies, comprising

the steps of:

providing aVead frame having: electrical leads

extending outwardly from Xn inner region of the lead frame.;

aff2 ag a

Lectr;

base section to the lead

cal leads extending
adhesively

frame with portions of the,

outwardly from the base;

connecting eflectr^al Vires between the

integrated circuit chip knd theXeleo^ical leads; and

affixing a cover to Vrovide-JUie package with

such integrated circuit chip being, disposed within a cavity

formed by affixed cover and base section.
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1 12. A method for packaging an integrated circuit

2 chip adapted to\operate at microwave frequencies, comprising

3 the steps of: \

4 providing a lead frame having a plurality of

5 sites therein, each site having: electrical leads extending

6 outwardly from an inner region of the site;

7 adhesively affixing each one of a plurality 6f

8 plastic base section over a corresponding one of the site;

9 connecting electrical wires between the

10 integrated circuit chip\at each one of the plurality of

11 sites and the electricaA leads at the corresponding one of

12 the sites; and \

13 adhesively affixing covers to encapsulate each

14 one of the integrated circikts and the electrical wires

15 connected thereto within a davity formed by the

16 corresponding one of the plurality of the affixed

17 corresponding one of the covers.

1 *3 . A package for an integrated circuit chip

2 adapted to\perate at microwave frequencies, comprising:

3 aivelectrically conductive lead frame having

4 electrical leads\dapted for electrical connection to the

5 integrated circuit;V

6 a base sebtion having;

7 a dielefefcri^c member;

8 a condi^t^ve member*

9 whereikj^e^x€iectr±c member has an

10 aperture disposed in registration with an inner region of

11 the lead frame and the conductive member has one upper

12 portion thereof adhesively affixed to^a bottom potion of the

13 dielectric member and another upper portion electrically

14 connected to a bottom ground plane conductor of the
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15 integrated circuit, such integrated circuit chip being

16 disposed in registration with the aperture;

17 wherein the dielectric member is disposed

18 between the lead frame and the conductive member;

19 a plastic cover; and

20 wherein the base section and the cover are

21 configured to provide a cavity when the cover and the base

22 section are affixed with the integrated circuit chip being

23 disposed with such provided cavity and with a bottom surface

24 portion of the conductive member being exposed exteriorly of

25 the package.

iSi) y 14. A method for packaging an integrated circuit

2p4hip adapted to operate at microwave frequencies, comprising

3 the steps of: \

4 providing a lead frame having electrical leads

5 extending outwardly from an interior region of the lead

6 frame; \

7 electrically connecting a conductive member of

8 a base section to a bottbm ground plane conductor of the

9 integrated circuit with an apertured dielectric disposed

10 between the lead frame ana the conductive member and the

11 aperture in registration with the integrated circuit chip;

12 connecting electrical wires between the

13 integrated circuit chip and the electrical leads;

14 affixing a plastic cover to provide a package

15 for the integrated circuit chip with such integrated circuit

16 chip being disposed within a Ccfyity formed by the affixed

17 cover and with a portion of the Electrically conductive

18 member being exposed exteriorly of the package.
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15. A method for packaging an integrated circuit

chip adapted to Operate at microwave frequencies, comprising

the steps of:

providing a lead frame having electrical leads

extending outwardly Vrom an inner region of the lead frame

and a dielectric memb\r of a base section, such dielectric

:e;member having an apert

connecting

integrated circuit chip

bottom ground plane con

to an electrically cond

with the integrated cir

lectrical wires between the

tfhe electrical leads and a

Jucfcpif of the integrated circuit chip

ictiye member of the base section

being disposed in

registration with the aperture^

adhesively affixingYthe base section and a

cover to provide a package for the integrated circuit chip

with such integrated circuit chip Joeing disposed within a

cavity formed by the base section and the cover and with a

portion of the electrically conductive member being exposed

exteriorly of the package.

16\ A package an integrated circuit chip adapted to

operate at mrcrowave frequencies, such package comprising:

a lead frame having electrical leads extending

outwardly from anSinner region of the lead frame;

a base section having:

a dielectric having an aperture;

an elecferarea^lly conductive member having

un upper surface adapted /forJelectrical connection to a

bottom ground plane of ttte^^te^ated^circuit chip when the

integrated circuit chip is in registration with the

aperture ; \^
a dielectric cover, such^cover and base section

being configured to provide a cavity fot the integrated
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